
As developers move beyond only collaborating with revered design houses for finished kitchens and 
bathrooms or curated selections of furnishings for their projects, to expanding designers' scope to include 
creating custom-made furniture, decor and interior packages, Abode2 takes a look at some standout 
examples

Individualised to buyers' tastes while still in line with the development's overarching design theme, these 
packages not only feature bespoke furniture designs that aren't available for sale anywhere else, but 
invaluable one-on-one time with designers for styling and detail work as well.

Catering especially to the luxury buyer seeking a space that doesn't look like a run-of-the-mill home or 
already furnished unit, which tends to be sterile, mass-produced and straight out of the warehouse, these 
new designs add personality and soul to new developments.



Eager to step up to the challenge of transforming a standard "white box" apartment into a masterpiece, 
designers and artisans are perfecting customisations like shelving and moulding to craft exclusive furniture 
produced specifically for the condos they are designing, so that buyers feel that their space is their own and 
doesn't look like any other residence in the building.

Truly exclusive in offerings, Abode2 discovers how the most luxurious new residences in new development 
come with several options for fully furnished interiors that have been hand-drawn, produced and 
customized by top designers, providing residents with an original home without the hassle of a long design 
process.

Zarifi Design's limited-edition collection at The Parker in Boston

Centrally located in Boston's Theater District, The Parker is a new condominium development overlooking 
Boston Common. Offering a first-of-its-kind lifestyle opportunity in Boston, The Parker offers a custom, 
limited-edition furniture collection designed by renowned interior designer Linda Zarifi of Zarifi Design, who 
also designed the interiors and amenities.



https://www.abode2.com/rectifying-rarity/ 

Unlike traditional turnkey residences, this is a unique opportunity to own a bespoke furniture package 
designed specifically for The Parker's residences. The furniture package allows residents to mix and match 
to seamlessly create an interior aesthetic that complements the interiors and matches their personal taste. 
This is one of the only opportunities in Boston to own a move-in-ready home inside a luxury condominium.

https://www.abode2.com/rectifying-rarity/

